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The new Keencut Evolution-E2 is an integrated wide format cutting system designed to revolutionise the speed, accuracy and 
convenience of the finishing process. Intended to fit any bench the all new Evolution-E2 shares the same outstanding 1:15000 
straightness accuracy guarantee of the first generation Evolution and the world renowned Javelin Xtra cutter bar.

The unique four piece cutter slideway and torsion bar extrusion combines with the full length base plate to create a cutting machine 
that will meet the challenges of the most demanding operator and enhance valuable artwork.

The integral lift and hold mechanism of the new Evolution-E2, operable from either end, ensures consistent straightness even under 
flex, while the swingover and under-bench stowaway facility provides maximum working convenience and space efficiency. 
The built-in textile cutting track and textile cutting attachment (included) add the final refinements to the most 
versatile, accurate and simple to use wide format cutting 
system ever.

Available in five practical sizes, from 1.6 to 3.6 metres, the 
Evolution-E2 has been created to handle the output of 
every size and type of roll feed or flatbed printer with the 
capability to cut materials as diverse as flag, banner, card, 
PVC Foamboard, foamcore and much more.

 

Sizes
 

1.6m - 64”
2.1m - 84”
2.6m - 104”
3.1m - 124”
3.6m - 144”
 

Flip over sub bench parking provides 
full unobstructed bench surface

Cuts up to 10mm
 
PVC Foamboard, Pop-up Banners, 
Foam-Centred Board, Corrugated 
Plastics, Fabric & Textiles, Acrylic, Banner, 
And much more...

www.keencut.co.uk
UK & Worldwide Enquiries: +44 (0)1536 263158
US Enquiries:           (1) 800 523 4855

For more information please visit:

Reversible blades ideal for left-handed and right-handed operators

Equipped with two-way cutting & all new quick-fit accessory options

Full length Lift & Hold from either end for easy loading and positioning

Switchable cutting tracks for general purpose and textile cutting

The new large diameter textile wheel improves performance and longevity

Integral extruded alloy cutting base adjustable for flatness and straightness

Unique 4-section extrusion maintains close straightness even under flex

Total dust free operation, can go where it is most useful 

Mounts to most bench surfaces via a series of brackets that are designed to 

optimise alignment & clamping

Size, capability, versatility and scope to handle every cutting task in every 

printing and graphics workshop

All Keencut products are 100% Manufactured by 
Keencut Technicians in Corby, England. 99.998% of 

source materials are made in the UK and EU
-

Buy with confidence
Keencut machinery comes with a 5 Year Guarantee

 

0.2mm Guaranteed Accuracy
That’s 1:15000 Guaranteed Cutting Straightness!

 
Ideal for Pop-Ups


